Drum/honey heaters digital 90°C
Standard honey heater 90°C from IHP is specially designed to fit a standard drum 200 liter. It is the perfect choice if needed a
quick raise in liquid temperature, working as the main heat source or as a complement to traditional drum heaters such as Drum
heater digital 90°C from IHP.
Standard honey heater 90°C is a complete heating product designed with an intelligent heating system. The temperature
controller contains smart and easy-to-use intelligence, all put together to strive for a smooth warm-up curve, ramp functionality,
adjustable maximum temperature, ramping function and set points. And it is a perfect heater if looking for a CE marked and
approved temperature controller. This stainless steel heater is immerged from above and works perfectly when heating water,
sugary solutions or oil.
The submersible heater 200 liter from IHP is made of stainless steel tube elements AISI 316L (1.4404). It is classified IP65 to
withstand outdoor environments. The diameter of the heater fits in a regular 200 liter steel drum. The active heating zone on the
heater requires a minimum liquid filling of 100 mm. The immersion heater from IHP is equipped with a flexible handle, which
makes it easy to lift in or out of the drum. This also enables easy suspension during the times when not in use.
The honey drum heater from IHP is delivered complete with a control cabinet and a CE-manual, ready to be used by the
customer.

Technical specification
Power 1200W
Supply 230V 1-ph
Total height of heater 1050 mm
Element ø 420 mm
Heating zone 50 mm
Temperature zone 0-90°C
Surface load 1,12W/cm²
Low surface load adjusted for sensitive media heating
Integrated PT100 sensor
Connection box IP65
Minimum liquid filling when heating 100 mm
Cable between heater and control cabinet approx. 2800mm
Digital controller - easy to program
Rubber cable 1600 mm H07RN-F (3G1.5 mm²) mounted grounded plug type schuko
RCD not included (IHP presuppose and bases this heater on the existence of a RCD in the 230V sockets)
CE-manual
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